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BLUE Essentials

Perfect for small to medium size organizations seeking a better way to manage their artwork 

approval processes, BLUE increases your percentage of "right first time" and gets your products to 

market faster. BLUE Essentials starts with access for five users and unlimited artwork collaborators. 

BLUE  ONLINE PROOFING

Centralize and consolidate design feedback.  With BLUE Online Proofing, multiple 

team members can simultaneously view, compare, and annotate assets for print, 

video, and online deployments.  This advanced, web-based suite of tools 

simplifies the complex process of artwork approval by keeping comments and 

change requests all in one place – and out of dozens of emails and hallway 

conversations.  Plus, BLUE Online Proofing is optimized to handle large files 

quickly.  Spend your time collaborating, not waiting for files to load. 

BLUE DIGITAL ASSET MANAGER

Always know where to find the latest version of your approved artwork.  Using the 

optional BLUE Digital Asset Manager, you and your team can easily store, 

organize, share, and route your artwork for approvals.  The Digital Asset Manager 

is an easy-to-use, web-based file repository that supports all popular file formats 

(PDF, Illustrator, Word, video, etc.).  The entire structure and taxonomy of the 

system is configurable, and a full audit trail is always accessible for accurate 

record keeping.

Label and Artwork Management 
doesn’t have to be complicated.



Measurable ROI Benefits

• 70% increase in “right first time”

• 80% decrease in cycle times

• 70% decrease in process times

• 90% decrease in asset search time

• Best-in-class technology: cloud,  
private cloud

• Extensive documentation

• Seamless integration with systems 
across your supply chain

• HTML5: works on any device, 
including mobile

• High security, scalable performance, 
redundancy, and failover

• 20+ years of global technology and 
customer success

• Process and workflow leadership in 
managing complexity, global brands, 
and label and artwork management of 
millions of SKUs

• Trusted leader in brand graphics and 
premedia industry

• Rapid response times

• Change management experience

Online Collaborative Proofing and Task Assignments
BLUE Essentials Features:

Available Add-Ons:

• Standard proofing

• Unlimited external 
collaborators

• File versioning

• Task assignment

• Custom notifications

Digital Asset Manager
Store approved files in a 

secure location and share 

with your organization. 

Easily sort, search, and filter.

Advanced Proofing
Add color separations, 

barcode and QR testing, and 

extended annotation types.

We’re ready to put our experience to work for you.
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About
BLUE

BLUE Software’s leading label and artwork management applications enable its consumer brands, retail, 

life sciences, and marketing clients to satisfy the rigorous demands of creative, brand, and regulatory 

compliance.  By leveraging SaaS-based collaboration and workflow tools, BLUE dramatically improves 

e�ciency KPIs around label development and deployment for more than 100,000 users, 12,000 brands, 

and 5,000 companies worldwide. 
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